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We need a change of approach at
Coventry University

The 2021 Corporate Plan, ambitious when proposed,

is looking more and more like a massive gamble in

the face of overwhelming uncertainty. The Higher

Education Bill 2016-17 is moving slowly through

parliament, which proposes, alongside the creation

of the Teaching Excellence Framework, deregulation

concerning the entry of ‘alternative providers’ into the

sector, slouching that one bit further towards the

creation of a ‘quasi-market’ in higher education.

    By the euphemism of ‘alternative providers’ the

UK government mean for-profit, probably teaching-

only, shareholder or hedge-fund owned businesses

aimed at one thing only: the extraction of profit.
Although Coventry University has done an admirable

job in establishing our ‘brand’ in advance of such

disruption, we now seem to be engaged in a race to

the bottom, restructuring what was once a publicly

owned polytechnic, then a modern university, into

what seems to want to be a multi-national

corporation with a ‘flexible’ workforce obsessed with

growth at all costs.

    We think that instead of pursuing growth at all

costs, effectively riding headlong into the storm, we

should be concentrating on providing quality
education within a sustainable growth plan,

investing where necessary, and riding out the storm.

The new providers that are only concerned with profit

will be shown, as they have already in the US, to be

offering a ‘subprime’ investment for students. This

will leave those modern universities, like Coventry, to

be representatives of added value and quality to the

wide range of students from a variety of social

backgrounds.

University leadership - problems at the top

Since drastically cutting the block teaching grant in

2010, the UK government has been aggressively

marketising our higher education system. In this

uncertain environment, we want our University to not

just survive, but thrive. After all, the University

provides us with our jobs, and as academic and

professional staff, we take pride in what we do and

our institution. But management need to start
listening to the voices of dissent warning them of

the dangers of growing too fast, of taking too many

risks. HEFCE, the current chief regulator of

universities and colleges in the UK, has warned of

the compounding risks facing universities who are

pursuing aggressive growth. HEFCE warn that

increasing competition from other countries, as well

as a decline in the 18-year-old population in the UK,

could significantly undermine the ability for such

universities to sustain such growth. This does not

even take into account the uncertainty of Brexit or

the continued inclusion of students in immigration

figures and proposals to limit student visas

according to the ‘quality’ of courses and universities.

    The 2021 Corporate Plan seeks to increase

student numbers across the Group to an eye-

watering 80,000. According to HESA data, there

were 27,600 HE students at Coventry University in

2014/15. The Corporate Plan, therefore, seeks to

almost triple student numbers across the group.

We print here the text of the Coventry UCU pamphlet (new edition, May 2017)

Growth is OK

but what about

quality?
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Coventry is already suffering a housing crisis, and

the student accommodation being built now to

accommodate these students doesn’t even scratch

the surface. Tensions are rising in the city, with

residents having mixed feelings towards the two

universities, which they feel to be increasingly taking

over.

The biggest risk we face is
reputational damage

UCU is concerned that the University Group

management is not listening to this argument. Too

few voices are being heard by our leadership. Our

investigations into the functioning of governance at

Coventry University have revealed some worrying

problems at the top. For example, it appears that

the Chair of the Board of Governors, who should be

a critical counter-balance to the executive power of

the Vice-Chancellor (or ‘CEO’), is in fact involved in

some of the Coventry University Group’s risky and

under-scrutinised investments, and has

accumulated several conflicts of interests. The

Board is also largely made up of (disproportinately

white, male) business leaders, hardly representative

of the University as a public institution, let alone the

wider community.

    In our view, this may account for the disastrous

decision-making by the Group’s leadership around

the issue of the treatment of staff and unions at CU

Services Ltd, which resulted in Coventry University

appearing in The Guardian newspaper. The

University, including its subsidiaries, is a charity,

and it has a responsibility to treat its employees

with a certain level of respect and fairness.

Ultimately each member of the Board of Governors

who is also a Trustee bears individual responsibility

for the risk of Coventry University’s decisions and

investments. It shouldn’t be left to UCU to ensure

effective governance, but the risks that are being

taken will affect our members. Our worry is that

these risks represent a time-bomb for the University.

Talking shop

Since the deeply painful campaign around CU

Services Ltd, we have done our best to try to re-build

industrial relations. There have been some positive

moves by the University HR department, with two

working groups set up on DPR and

internationalisation respectively, and a negotiating

forum (known as CIG A) on casualisation. But

management seem to be at pains to avoid anything

being called a negotiation, as if reaching

agreements with unions was a sign of weakness.

But we think working together will make the

University stronger, more sustainable, and more

likely to be able to ride out the storm of

marketisation.

    On the DPR [= Development and Performance

Review. Ed.] scheme, we have been told, despite a

united union position based on extensive member

consultation, that the conversations concerning DPR

are consultative only and not tied to any agreement

involving joint negotiation, and we have been refused

detailed information concerning the results of the

most recent DPR. We are apprehensive that at the

next DPR meeting, the Vice Chancellor will present

his vision for the new system, without taking into

account any of our points of principle. If member

concerns about transparency and accountability

aren’t addressed in the new system, we will be left

with no choice but to support our members in taking

some form of further action.

    On casualisation, management are beginning to

see the need to convert existing hourly-paid

lecturers to permanent fractional posts, rather than

replacing all, including long-serving staff, with new

roles that would be open for people to apply for

subject to ‘market forces’. Many hourly-paid

lecturers do not have PhDs (having not been

institutionally supported to undertake them, and

rarely being in a material position to do so), and with

new jobs inevitably being academic, and therefore

having a research element, these existing lecturers

would not stand a chance. At this point, however,

management have shown no intention of working

towards a jointly agreed policy on conversion to

replace what is currently an informal policy applied

haphazardly and inconsistently across the

University.

    During our campaign to reinstate Pre-sessional

English teachers onto their original contracts after

having been sacked for winning recognition, we also

discovered that many PhD students who teach
had also been sacked and re-employed by

thefutureworks, a temping agency wholly-owned by

the University. We have been working closely with

our PhD colleagues, who are working for an

appalling rate of £13 an hour, with hours subject to

revision, sometimes with only 1 hour’s notice and in

many cases without ever seeing a copy of their

contract. Our position has always been clear: all

teachers working within the University should be

employed directly by the University, on the same

framework as other staff and with comparable terms

and conditions.

    But even these ‘conversations’ we are having with

management have been undermined by changes to

existing policy. The University has recently decided

to (1) replace a jointly negotiated peer observation
process with a management-led one with no
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consultation; (2) re-write the entire progression
framework, introducing entirely new job types not

in any way linked to the Framework Agreement, with

significant grade slippage (ie lower grades asked to

do work that should be paid at higher grades), again

with no consultation. These actions seem to confirm

our worry that these ‘conversations’ with the unions

on the part of management are purely symbolic, and

are meant to keep us quiet while they go ahead and

do whatever they like.

Business as usual

Research has shown that top-down management

with no countervailing force to ensure a system of

‘checks and balances’ encourages excessive risk
taking. If the bottom falls out of the aggressive

growth plan the University has been pursuing, if

student numbers fall significantly for example, it will

be our members, our colleagues and our community

in Coventry that will bear the consequences.

    The rise through the league tables, although

impressive and worthy of celebration, has been

earned through the cashing in of the good will of
staff who are working far beyond capacity to meet

the unrealistic needs of the Corporate Plan.

According to the Financial Statements for 2015/16,

the Corporate Plan ‘Creating Better Futures’ requires

a total investment until 2021 of at least £350m, with

a surplus every year of 7% of income’ - the total net

assets of the whole University Group are only

£251m.

    We are worried that the financial viability of this

highly ambitious growth plan not only depends on

continuing expansion of student numbers, but also

on increasingly risky financial investments and the

continuing exploitation of colleagues in the

educaional subsidiaries. Our working conditions are

our students’ learning conditions, and as the recent

(2015) Green Paper on higher education, Fulfilling

Our Potential: Teaching Excellence, Social Mobility

and Student Choice, suggests, teaching quality is

fundamentally linked to the status and conditions of

teaching staff, and to the proportion of teachers on

secure contracts. Teaching ‘excellence’ is a

professional practice, ‘not something achieved

easily or without focus, time, challenge and change’.

What about equality?

Coventry University’s Policy Statement of

Commitment to Equality and Diversity states

‘equality, freedom and treating all persons with

dignity and respect are fundamental human rights.

As such the University is committed to making

these central in all its work’. In addition, ‘the

University’s Corporate Plan (2016-21) has equality

and diversity at its core’. To employees they state

that academic staff ‘are working for an organisation

whose commitment to the promotion of equality and

diversity is furthered by a range of policies and

procedures, enhanced by the Employee Support

Groups, to ensure that the University is benefitting

from best practice in this area’.

    Since the start of 2016 Coventry UCU equalities

reps have made numerous representations for

information, support and adjustments in order to

support the rights and interests of our members.

This is in relation to those protected characteristics

as identified in the Equalities Act 2010 but

specifically with regard to sex, disability, race and

LGBT matters. Many meetings and emails have

produced limited progress and with many still

outstanding matters. UCU Equality’s working group

has resolved to bring all the current issues under

one UCU equality report. As well as bringing the

issues to one document we will also be raising the

awareness of such issues for those members whose

lives place them at the intersectionality of these

protected characteristics.

    The role of the University Equality & Diversity

Committee (EDC) is to ‘advise the Vice-Chancellor

on the formulation, implementation and review of the

University’s equal opportunities policies as they

relate both to staff and students’.

    UCU believes that the role of EDC should clearly

include:

• Devising, co-ordinating and monitoring steps

taken by the University to comply with the Equality

Act 2010.

• Consulting widely with all relevant groups

including the unions.

However the question also arises of how many

members of EDC have actual direct experience of

the challenges faced by staff with characteristics

protected by the Equality Act 2010. Collectively

BME, Disability, LGBT and Women’s UCU officers

have made a number of requests to EDC for union

representation. We are still awaiting a positive

response to our request.

    Through the DPR Working Group we have

requested a breakdown of DPR outcomes by gender

and other characteristics and including the split of

outcomes by faculty and school. Again this

information has not been provided. The general

equality duty requires that an equality impact

assessment be undertaken of policies and

practices. The Equality & Human Rights
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Commission states that the benefits of the equality

duty are to ‘help public authorities avoid

discriminatory practices and integrate equality into

their core business’. This should also apply to the

current DPR system so that lessons can be learnt,

as well as to any new system that may be

implemented. In addition, ‘case law from the

previous duties indicates that these assessments

should be done before decisions are made, and that

a written record is useful for demonstrating

compliance’.

Our equality charter

Over the last year UCU has identified a number of

actions that should be taken in order to address

equality issues:

BME:

• For Coventry University to sustain the focus

on the areas identified from the race equality action

plan and ensure momentum on its implementation

across all functions.

• For the senior Management team (SMT)

across the organisation to be representative of the

diverse staff and student body.

• To address the genuine concerns of EU staff

following the EU referendum.

• For Coventry University to monitor the

admission and progress of students and the

recruitment and career progress of staff.

Disability:

• To encourage our members and all staff to

see the benefits of disclosing any disability earlier

rather than during their performance review.

• For Coventry University to develop Equality

Awareness training for line managers with the

support of all equality based staff networks. This

needs to go beyond just directing members to a

website to read some material.

• For Coventry University to consult with

members to assess if policies impact on disabled

members.

• For disability funding (for implementation of

reasonable adjustments for disabled staff) to be

centrally allocated.

• For Coventry University to implement/assign a

centralised disability coordinator, even though the

actual activity will be led by the line manager.

• For Coventry University to consider offering

disability leave to its employees with disabilities.

• For all staff employed with a disability to have

reasonable adjustment agreement prepared based

on a template document.

• For Coventry University to develop a separate

reasonable adjustments policy for mental health

disability.

• For all existing staff declaring their disability

to line manager to have a reasonable adjustment

agreement implemented within 3 months.

• For line managers to identify more appropriate

points to discuss disability than during the DPR

process.

• For line managers to have effective training to

constructively support staff with mental health

issues.

Gender:

• For Women’s Officer to see the university

gender pay equality audit 2015 report.

• For UCU Women’s Officer to work with

Coventry University to criticially review and analyse

the findings of the gender pay equality audit 2015

report.

LGBT:

• Greater frequency in reporting the Stonewall

index rather than every 2 years.

• Greater visibility on the university website for

the Stonewall index.

• Stonewall are seeking for more LGBT higher/

senior management visibility to help raise issues

and awareness.

• Fair and equal emphasis on bisexual and

trans issues.

If you have additional issues, which you want to

discuss and add to our equality charter, then

contact:

ucu@coventry.ac.uk

Coventry UCU -
from strength to strength

Ironically, with every action the University leadership

seem to take, our union grows stronger. Over the

last two years, our membership has steadily

increased by 10%, quite an achievement

considering a general climate of negativity towards

trade unions in both business and the media, and

we now have a large committee with one of the few

full equalities complements in the UK. We have

constantly sought to innovate and democratise,

devolving both negotiations and campaigns to semi-
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autonomous ‘working groups’ in order to concentrate

on key member issues, such as casualisation, DPR

and internationalisation. Last year we organised the

Alternative Open Day, a huge success, supported

by students and trade unions across the region, and

taken up as a model for engaging the public by other

UCU branches (eg Leeds).

    Arguably our biggest achievement in 2016 was

winning recognition for Pre-sessional English

teachers in the ‘wholly owned subsidiary’ CU

Services Ltd. In 2015, UCU were approached by our

colleagues, who had been moved from within the

University to CU Services Ltd between contracts, to

help them gain collective representation. After 2

years of hard campaigning work, we successfully

achieved recognition with a staggering 73% turnout

and 100% support in a statutory ballot. We were

forced to go through the statutory route because the

University Group refused (twice) to grant recognition

voluntarily, despite showing overwhelming support

(both times). This victory, in which colleagues were

only fighting for their legal right to collective

representation, was tainted by the appalling reaction

of the University, who sacked these teachers while

on holiday and forced them to be re-employed on

temporary agency ‘worker’ contracts in another

‘wholly owned subsidiary’ (thefutureworks is owned

by CU Enterprises). UCU were again left with no

choice but to launch a national public campaign to

return these extremely vulnerable employees back to

their previous contacts. Their cause was picked up

by Aditya Chakrabortty in The Guardian, who

compared Coventry University to Sports Direct, a
company who had at the time just been exposed for

similar treatment of their warehouse workers. After

this barrage of bad press, a walk out by the three

unions at the Joint Negotiation Committee, the threat

of a public protest at an upcoming Open Day, the

University conceded and offered these teachers their

original contracts back.

There are alternatives

There are other ways of managing change. There are

other models for a modern University. Business does

not have to be the bottom line, in fact it shouldn’t be.

It is time to think differently and to listen to the

people affected by these decisions. Unions aren’t
the enemy, they are the voice of the people who

work so hard to deliver the corporate plan. These

people are saying enough is enough. We need to be

supported in doing what we are good at, which is

helping students from a variety of backgrounds get a

good degree and have an exciting future. Our primary

purpose is education, we are a public charity, we

need to start acting like one.

    Please join UCU if you haven’t already. You pay

according to what you earn, and it can cost as little

as £1.01. The more members we have, the more

powerful our voice will become:

https://www.ucu.org.uk/join

Post-16 Educator seeks to defend and ex-
tend good practice in post compulsory edu-
cation and training. Good practice includes
teachers working with students to increase
their power to look critically at the world
around them and act effectively within it.
This entails challenging racism, sexism,
heterosexism, inequality based on disabil-
ity and other discriminatory beliefs and prac-
tices.
    For the mass of people, access to valid
post compulsory education and training is
more necessary now than ever. It should be
theirs by right! All provision should be
organised and taught by staff who are trained
for and committed to it. Publicly funded
provision of valid post compulsory educa-

tion and training for all who require it
should be a fundamental demand of the
trade union movement.

    Post-16 Educator seeks to persuade the

labour movement as a whole of the impor-
tance of this demand. In mobilising to do
so it bases itself first and foremost upon

practitioners - those who are in direct, daily

contact with students. It seeks the support
of every practitioner, in any area of post-16
education and training, and in particular that

of women, of part timers and of people

outside London and the Southeast.
    Post-16 Educator works to organise
readers/contributors into a national network

that is democratic, that is politically and

financially independent of all other
organisations, that develops their practice

and their thinking, and that equips them to
take action over issues rather than always

having to react to changes imposed from

above.


